DXC’s security solutions and managed services help aerospace and defense (A&D) companies confront advanced nation-state attacks, safeguard identities and privileged accounts, and protect data across the expanding digital enterprise.

**Combat advanced security threats**

Aerospace and defense companies are constantly under attack. Nation-state groups are using highly sophisticated malware and targeted spear phishing campaigns to gain access to sensitive data ranging from product design and parts manufacturing to employees’ personal information. Emerging threats to IoT and operational technology (OT) could disrupt factory production lines, supply chains and connected products and result in physical damage and loss of life.

While governments are demanding more accountability for securing all levels of classified and non-classified data, A&D companies are under pressure to modernize IT and embrace a cloud-first, mobile-first world — creating new security vulnerabilities.

DXC Technology addresses these threats by embedding security across the enterprise and ensuring compliance in the midst of large-scale digital change.

The world’s largest A&D companies count on DXC’s security solutions and 24/7 managed services to improve cyber defense, secure infrastructures, verify digital identities and protect sensitive data.

Beyond that, DXC helps organizations of all sizes modernize IT, optimize data architectures, and secure, scale and orchestrate it all across public and private clouds and hybrid IT environments.

**DXC’s Cyber Defense solutions** mitigate breaches and protect your business-critical assets. We detect and monitor security incidents, implement threat intelligence, manage vulnerabilities, respond to incidents and deploy forensic experts.

Key components:

- **Cyber Maturity Review**: A fast, end-to-end appraisal across critical A&D security elements. The review includes people, processes and technology, from IT infrastructure to supplier ecosystems.

### Key benefits

- Protect against rapidly changing, highly sophisticated cyber threats
- Secure all levels of classified and non-classified data, even in a virtual workplace
- Roll out cloud-based services with confidence
- Quickly develop products and secure, high-quality applications
- Choose the latest digital technologies from our broad partner network

- **IoT and OT Security**: Prioritizes security investments. Our consulting services and specialized tools assess your strengths and weaknesses across production systems and operations.

- **DXC Security Platform**: This fully managed service relies on our 24/7 global security operations centers (SOCs) to continuously monitor and manage incidents and vulnerabilities. The platform works with ServiceNow to automate manual processes and prioritize threats, incidents and vulnerabilities based on their potential impact to the business.
Full array of security solutions and 24/7 managed services

**Secured infrastructure.** To attract a new generation of workers, A&D companies are under pressure to introduce mobile, cloud-based services and BYOD capabilities. We help you confidently roll out public, private and government cloud-based services. Our infrastructure, endpoint and cloud security services lower enterprise data and network risk, enhance security protection, and foster business innovation and growth.

**DXC’s end-to-end digital identity and access management** help you manage authentication credentials, users, identity risk and compliance. You control access to classified and unclassified data and securely manage identity for customers, partners, employees, connected devices and digital services. Our Privileged Account Management service controls critical accounts, lowers costs, consistently enforces access policies and maintains regulatory compliance. Other key services include identity governance and administration, multifactor authentication and user provisioning.

**Data protection.** We provide transparency and compliance. Our solutions help you understand risks to sensitive data, develop an enterprise-wide data protection and privacy strategy, and enforce identity management and data security. Services include data governance, data encryption, data loss prevention, and risk and compliance management.

**Application security.** In the fast-paced world of digital applications, DXC’s highly efficient DevSecOps services deliver innovative solutions with secure outcomes. They accelerate your product development by quickly producing secure, high-quality applications that can run in the cloud or embedded systems.

**Extensive partner network.** In the face of rapidly changing threats, A&D companies need access to leading-edge technologies and tools. DXC is technology-independent, with the broadest partner ecosystem in the industry. Our partners — including McAfee, Palo Alto Networks, Check Point, Qualys, SailPoint, CyberArk, Micro Focus, ServiceNow and Microsoft — help us deliver best-of-breed solutions and give you greater choice.

About DXC Technology

DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission critical systems and operations while modernizing IT, optimizing data architectures, and ensuring security and scalability across public, private and hybrid clouds. With decades of driving innovation, the world’s largest companies trust DXC to deploy our enterprise technology stack to deliver new levels of performance, competitiveness and customer experiences. Learn more about the DXC story and our focus on people, customers and operational execution at www.dxc.technology.
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Get started

To learn more about how DXC supports A&D companies, visit www.dxc.technology/A&D.